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Overview

The presented thesis deals with the investigation of odes and designs in polynomial metri

spaes. The main problems that are onsidered are related to existene questions and har-

aterizations of various designs and odes, as well as to deriving bounds on the parameters of

suh odes.

The thesis is based on the reserh arried out by the author in the past few years.The

thesis is foused on the following problems:

1) Derivation of new bounds on the ardinality of antipodal spherial odes with a small

number of di�erent distanes.

2) Derivation of upper bounds for the energies of spherial designs lose to the Delsarte-

Goethals-Seidel bound.

3) Proof of asymptotial bounds on the energy of spherial designs.

4) Investigation of blok odes with two distanes that are lose; haraterization results for

suh odes.

5) Derivation of bounds and onstrutions for two-weight (nonlinear) odes over di�erent

alphabets.

State of the urrent researh

My general impression is that the author is well aquainted with the state of the art and

the most reent results in researh on spherial odes and designs, as well as in the lassial

oding theory. A good deal of the treated problems are onsidered in the �eld as important
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theoretially, as well as for the appliations. The author demonstrates deep knowledge of his

�eld of researh and apaity to apply his knowledge to the solution of important problems.

Methods

In his investigations the author uses algebrai and ombinatorial methods and other teh-

niques that are typial for the �eld. The researh relies also on serious omputer searhes.

Brief desription of the thesis

The presented thesis amounts 84 pages of text and onsists of an introdution, four hap-

ters, and a list of referenes inluding 100 items. In what follows, I shall give a short desription

of the topis overed in this dissertation.

Chapter 1 is introdutory and ontains a brief desription of the more signi�ant de�nitions

and theoretial fats needed for the thesis. The main fous is set on results from the theory of

spherial odes and designs. The author introdues the Gegenbauer polynomials, as well as

various bounds on odes, designs and the energy of odes related to the linear programming

bound. This hapter does not ontain original results.

In hapter 2 the author investigates antipodal odes with a small number of distanes.

He onsiders in some detail antipodal odes with salar produts −1,±s (setion 2.3), salar

produts −1, 0,±s (setion 2.4), and salar produts −1,±s1,±s2 (setion 2.5). In setion

2.3 the author gives a shorter proof of a result by Barg and Yu (Teorem 2.4), whih provides

an uper bound on the ardinality of an antipodal ode with three salar produts: 1,±s.

In setion 2.4 the author onsiders the ase where an additional salar produt of 0 is being

added. In this ase, an upper bound on the ardinality of the orresponding ode is proved

(Theorem 2.5), as well as a result saying that in the ase of equality the number s is rational.

Theorem 2.7 is an analogue of Theorem 2.4 in the ase when one has four salar produts

−1, 0,±s and gives a bound for the ardinality of a ode whih is a spherial 3-design.

The investigations are arried on for the ase of antipodal odes with salar produts

−1,±s1,±s2. One again a bound on the ardinality of an antipodal spherial ode is proved

under some ondition on the numbers s1 and s2 (Theorem 2.8). As in the previous two

setions the author proves a bound on the ardinality of a spherial ode with salar produts

−1,±s1,±s2, whih is a 5-design (Theorem 2.9).

In hapter 3 the investigation is foused on bounds on the energies of spherial designs of

small ardinality. The original results are ontained in setion 3.3. The ontain bounds on the

funtion U(n,M, τ ;h) de�ned as the supremum of the energy of a ode in S
n−1

of ardinality

M , whih is a τ -design. The most important fats proved here are Theorems 3.4 and 3.5.

At the end of the hapter the author presents tables ontaining these bounds n = 3, 4, 5 and

Newton energy.

Chapter 4 deals with the investigation of lassial (non-linear) blok odes over various

alphabets with two distanes that di�er by 1. Codes with this property an be viewed as a

generalization of the onstant weight odes. There are interesting onnetions with results by
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Jay Wood on onstant weight odes over various strutures. It turns out that for linear odes

with this property the haraterization is straightforward.

The ontributions made by the author are ontained in setions 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6. The

results in setion 4.3 amount to upper linear programming bounds for odes with two distanes

that di�er by 1 (Theorems 4.6 and 4.8).

In setion 4.5 the author presents various onstrutions for odes with two distanes � d

and d+1. They make use of various ombinatorial strutures like ombinatorial designs, latin

squares, di�erene sets. The author uses a nie onnetion of these odes with the spherial

odes to prove an upper bound on the ardinality of a q-ary ode with two distanes d and

d+ 1 (Theorem 4.13).

In setion 4.6 all the results are used to ompile tables with exat values and bounds on

the ardinality of a q-ary ode with two distanes di�ering by 1.

In setion 5 the author investigates odes with two di�erent distanes (alled two-weight

odes with a slight abuse of language). Suh odes are extensively studied in oding theory

in the linear ase, but almost nothing is known in the non-linear ase. The setion ontains

bounds on the ardinality of suh odes, as well as various onstrution. A entral result here

is Theorem 5.4, whih ontains a relatively simple bound on the ardinality of a q-ary ode of

length n and distanes d and d+ δ. Further on the funtion Aq(n, {d, d + δ}) is investigated
and some exat values are found.

In setion 5.2 the author presents tables with exat values and bounds on the ardinalities

of two-weight odes over a �xed alphabet with q letters, q = 2, 3, 4, small length n, and two

distanes d and d+ δ. A part of the obtained odes is obtained by extensive omputer searh.

Main results

The main ontributions of this thesis are the following:

(1) Bounds are derived on the ardinality of antipodal odes with a small number of salar

produts.

(2) Rationality results of Lloyd-type are proved.

(3) New results on the energies of spherial designs of ardinality loser to the Delsarte-

Goethals-Seidel bound are proved.

(4) Asymtoti bounds on the energies of spherial 2-designs are proved.

(5) Bounds on the ardinality of (non-linear) two-weight odes are proved.

(6) Construtions of non-linear odes with two lose distanes are presented.

(7) Tables are ompiled for the ardinality of suh odes for relatively small lengths and small

alphabets.
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Remarks and omments

I have the following remarks, questions and omments related to this thesis:

(1) How tight are the bounds from setion 2? Are there odes meeting these bounds, or lying

su�iently lose to them?

(2) There is something wrong with the numbering of the setions in hapter 3.

(3) At plaes there are inonsistenies and tehnial errors.

(4) The lemmata towards the end of setion 5.1 should be in my view stated as theorems.

These are in fat important results in their own right.

(5) The thesis is extremely well-written. The onsiderable e�orts to produe a onsise and

readable text are learly seen. The very few typos here and there annot spoil the overall

positive impression.

Publiations related to the thesis

The results in this thesis are published in six papers. The respetive journals are as follows:

- Disrete Mathematis � IF 0.77

- Problems of Information Transmission � IF 0.593

- Disrete and Computational Geometry � IF 0.661

- Eletroni Notes in Disrete Mathematis � SJR 0.262

- Proeedings ACCT � XVI

- Proeedings ACCT � XVII

Three of the papers are in journals with an impat fator. The remaining three papers one

has SJR and two are published in the volumes of sienti� onfereneswith the proeedings

of sienti� onferenes.

The list of publiations meets the minimal national riteria required in paragraph 7.

Authorship of the obtained results

The authorship of the six papers on whih this thesis is based an be desribed as follows:

one of the presented papers is with one, one is with two and four are with three oauthors.

I have known the author for a long time. Therefore I have no doubt that his ontribution

in this researh is signi�ant.
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Citations

The andidate has attahed a list of 4 itations of the papers used in this thesis. There is

no doubt that this list will inrease sine all the results are very reent.

Authors summary

The author's summary is made aording to the existing regulations and re�ets properly

the main results and ontributions of this thesis.

Conlusion

This thesis is foused on problems from oding theory and algebrai ombinatorial theory

that are of great importane for the theory and as well as for the appliations. They shed light

on the problem of how linear programming an be applied to prove bounds on various ombi-

natorial strutures. This work does not only answer open problems of prinipal importane,

but also motivates new diretions for an ongoing researh.

I am deeply onvined that the presented thesis �Codes and Designs in Polynomial Metri

Spaes� by Konstantin Vassilev Delhev ontains results that are an original ontribution to

oding theory. The andidate demonstrates deep knowledge of the theory and apaity to

develop it in new and important ways. With this, he meets the legal national requirements

presribed by the law, as well as the spei� requirements of the Institute of Mathematis and

Informatis of the Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes for the professional �eld 4.6 �Informatis and

Computer Sienes�. I assess positively the presented PhD Thesis and reommend to this

panel to award Konstantin Vassilev Delhev the sienti� degree �Dotor� in the sienti�

�eld 4. Natural Sienes, Mathematis and Informatis, Professional �eld 4.6 �Informatis

and Computer Sienes�.

So�a, 15.05.2021 Member of the Sienti� Panel:

(Prof. DS Ivan Landjev)
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